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Lecture 19     Cloud Types

e the surface, almost all clouds form where air rises, exp
 its dewpoint.  Nevertheless, a diverse range of cloud ty

ard (1803) morphological classification scheme
tus (‘layer’) -sheetlike clouds
ulus (‘heap’) - puffy clouds

us (‘strand of hair’) -wispy clouds
bus (‘rain’) - rain clouds
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es 10 principal cloud forms.
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Other cloud types

cular (‘lens-shaped’) - above and in lee of mountains, som
ke saucers.
matus (‘breast’) - pendulous, rounded clouds that form a
loud layers that overlie drier air, e. g. thunderstorm anvil
eous (‘mother of pearl’)- thin hard-to-see stratospheric c
levation) that can appear iridescent.
ilucent (‘night-light’) - very thin clouds in the upper mes
levation), seen mainly in the polar twilight when the upp
luminated but the troposphere is not (see EOM fig 4.30)

 nice cloud imagery can be found in the Cloud Atlas lin
eb page.
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Moist Adiabatic Lapse Rate

all that dry air cools at 10 C for every km it rises (the dr
se rate), because...

an air parcel rises into lower ambient pressure, it expand
uired to expand the air parcel against the ambient pressu
 energy of random motion of the molecules, so the air co

w consider moist air. While unsaturated, it also cools at t
se rate, but when it cools below its dew point, condensat

the air is lifted further, it continues to expand and cool. H
ls, its saturation vapor pressure decreases so more water
ses into cloud droplets, releasing latent heat.

s, saturated air cools more slowly as it rises at the moist
e, which is typically around 6 C per km (depends on tem
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